Conceptually Rich, Perceptually Sparse: Object Representations in 6-Month-Old Infants' Working Memory.
Six-month-old infants can store representations of multiple objects in working memory but do not always remember the objects' features (e.g., shape). Here, we asked whether infants' object representations (a) may contain conceptual content and (b) may contain this content even if perceptual features are forgotten. We hid two conceptually distinct objects (a humanlike doll and a nonhuman ball) one at a time in two separate locations and then tested infants' memory for the first-hidden object by revealing either the original hidden object or an unexpected other object. Using looking time, we found that infants remembered the categorical identity of the hidden object but failed to remember its perceptual identity. Our results suggest that young infants may encode conceptual category in a representation of an occluded object, even when perceptual features are lost.